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…
 static final class Cell {
        volatile long p0, p1, p2, p3, p4, p5, p6;
        volatile long value;
        volatile long q0, q1, q2, q3, q4, q5, q6;
…

Sample: Coda Hale’s Metrics 3.0
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• Has anyone seen code that looks like this recently?

com/codahale/metrics/Striped64.java

• None of the p? or q? fields are used.
• Why would anyone do this?



Mechanical Sympathy
3
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• The technology in this presentation is based on the 
ingenious work of Martin Thompson.

“The name ‘Mechanical Sympathy’ comes from 
the great racing driver Jackie Stewart, who was 
a 3 times world Formula 1 champion.  He 
believed the best drivers had enough 
understanding of how a machine worked so 
they could work in harmony with it.”

• When taking into account modern CPU architectures and 
rethinking traditional threading techniques, we can 
significantly improve performance.



Why is this important
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• “The end of Moore’s Law.”
• Example: Intel 3.4 GHz Processors were available in 

2004.
• Fastest Intel Sandy Bridge is now about 3.8 GHz. 

(Overclocked)
• Since then, trend is toward more threads, cores, and 

CPUs.
• Fundamental turn toward multiprocessing and parallel 

CPU Architectures.
• Twice as many threads/cores/CPUs doesn’t mean twice 

as much speed even for multithreaded software.



Passing messages between two threads
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for(int i = 0;i < numElements; i++)
    while(!q.offer(values[i]))
       Thread.yield();

Send Thread

Long cur;
for (int i = 0; i < numElements; i++)
{
     while ((cur = q.poll()) == null)
        Thread.yield();
     sum += cur;
}
 

Receive Thread

public final static int numElements = 1024 * 1024 * 8;

// Set to random longs
public final static Long[] values = new Long[numElements];



Benchmark results:
BlockingQueue 1,452,572 ops/sec
BlockingQueue 3,024,011 ops/sec
BlockingQueue 3,200,537 ops/sec
BlockingQueue 2,978,909 ops/sec
BlockingQueue 3,024,011 ops/sec
BlockingQueue 2,992,724 ops/sec
BlockingQueue 3,028,378 ops/sec
BlockingQueue 3,101,148 ops/sec
BlockingQueue 3,019,657 ops/sec
BlockingQueue 3,028,378 ops/sec
BlockingQueue Average: 2,885,032 
ops/sec

ArrayBlockingQueue



Simple 1-to-1 Queue synchronized
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public final class OneToOneQueueSync<E> 
{
    private final E[] buffer;
      
    private long tail = 0;
    private long head = 0;
      
    public OneToOneQueueBlocking(int size)  {
       buffer = (E[])(new Object[size]);
    }
    …



Simple 1-to-1 Queue synchronized
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    public final synchronized boolean offer(E o)
    {
       final long wrapPoint = tail - buffer.length;

       if (head <= wrapPoint)
          return false;

       buffer[(int)(tail % buffer.length)] = o;
       tail++;
       return true;
    }



Simple 1-to-1 Queue synchronized
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      public final synchronized E poll()
      {
         if (head >= tail)
            return null;

         final int index = (int)(head % buffer.length);

         head++;
         return buffer[index];
      }
   



Benchmark results:
Synchronized 5,256,020 ops/sec
Synchronized 5,229,805 ops/sec
Synchronized 5,047,297 ops/sec
Synchronized 5,044,262 ops/sec
Synchronized 5,065,584 ops/sec
Synchronized 5,080,925 ops/sec
Synchronized 5,084,004 ops/sec
Synchronized 5,127,511 ops/sec
Synchronized 5,275,854 ops/sec
Synchronized 4,990,248 ops/sec
Synchronized Average: 5,120,151 
ops/sec

OneToOneQueue
Synchronized offer/poll



Traditional Java Concurrency Mechanisms
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synchronize and notify()/wait()
• Standard multithreaded concurrency management 

mechanisms (Java and otherwise) imply mutual 
exclusion.

• Contention means threads aren’t doing any work.
• Reliance on underlying kernel mechanisms. 
• Data synchronization requires memory barriers.



Can we do better?
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• We can use volatile variables to control the signaling
• No contention in the sense that offer and poll can both 

execute simultaneously.
• Java 5 introduced a consistent memory model



Volatile under the Java 5 memory model
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• Memory Consistency Properties
• Each action in a thread happens-before every action in that 

thread that comes later in the program's order.
• An unlock (synchronized block or method exit) of a monitor 

happens-before every subsequent lock (synchronized block 
or method entry) of that same monitor. And because the 
happens-before relation is transitive, all actions of a thread 
prior to unlocking happen-before all actions subsequent to 
any thread locking that monitor. 

• A write to a volatile field happens-before every subsequent 
read of that same field. Writes and reads of volatile 
fields have similar memory consistency effects 
as entering and exiting monitors, but do not entail 
mutual exclusion locking. 



Simple 1-to-1 Queue using volatiles
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    public final boolean offer(E o)
    {
       final long curTail = tail; // read volatile.
       final long wrapPoint = curTail - buffer.length;

       if (head <= wrapPoint)  // read volatile
          return false;
       
       buffer[(int)(curTail % buffer.length)] = o;
       
       tail = curTail + 1; // write volatile – “happens before”
       
       return true;
    }



Simple 1-to-1 Queue using volatiles
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      public final E poll()
      {
         final long curHead = head; // volatile read
         
         if (curHead >= tail) // volatile read
            return null;
         
         final E ret = buffer[(int)(curHead % buffer.length)];
         
         head = curHead + 1; // write volatile
         
         return ret;
       }
  



Benchmark results:
Volatile 9,974,563 ops/sec
Volatile 10,106,756 ops/sec
Volatile 11,507,006 ops/sec
Volatile 11,259,876 ops/sec
Volatile 11,570,493 ops/sec
Volatile 11,491,243 ops/sec
Volatile 11,538,662 ops/sec
Volatile 11,459,846 ops/sec
Volatile 11,444,212 ops/sec
Volatile 11,586,475 ops/sec
Volatile Average: 11,193,913 ops/sec

OneToOneQueue
volatile head/tail



Memory access ordering and reordering
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• Compiler can reorder
• CPU can reorder
• Memory subsystem can reorder.

• Java ensures only: within-thread as-if-serial

Thread 1
…
 x = 1;
 y = 2;
…

Thread 2
…
if (y == 2)
  assert x == 1;
…



Store and Load Queuing (Martin Thompson)

18



Intel Sand Bridge (Martin Thompson)
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Memory Barriers and Fences
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• Fence types – visibility across cores/CPUs
• full-fence - ensures that all load and store operations prior to the 

fence will have been committed prior to any loads and stores 
issued following the fence.

• read-acquire
• half-fence
• add read, then flush (effectively) read and write queues.
• prevent memory reordering of the read-acquire with any read or 

write operation which follows it in program order.
• write-release

• half-fence
• flush (effectively) write and read queue, then add write.
• prevent memory reordering of the write-release with any read or 

write operation which precedes it in program order



Can we do better?
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• Rather than use volatile variables, is there a way to get a 
lighter weight signaling semantics?

• read-acquire and write-acquire semantics are heavier 
than we need.

• Is there a way to use the simpler and lighter weight 
memory barriers and still have the minimal semantics we 
need to create a consistent message passing scheme?



Memory Barriers and Fences
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• LoadLoad - Prevent the reordering of memory loads prior to the 
barrier with memory loads after the barrier (read-acquire)

• LoadStore - Prevent the reordering of memory loads prior to the 
barrier with memory stores after the barrier (read-acquire, write-
release).

• StoreStore- Prevent the reordering of memory stores prior to the 
barrier with memory stores after the barrier (write-release)

• StoreLoad - Prevent the reordering of memory stores prior to the 
barrier with memory loads after the barrier (visibility of stores in 
other threads). Expensive. All StoreLoad barrier also 
implementations a LoadStore which creates a “full fence”



AtomicLong - lazySet
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• lazySet uses a StoreStore memory barrier.
• StoreStore is lighter weight than a full-fence or a write-

acquire.
• lazySet with only a StoreStore barrier has the same 

desired effect as the volatile with the write-acquire as long 
as we continue to use the read-acquire to access.

• get on an AtomicLong is a read of a volatile long



Simple 1-to-1 Queue using AtomicLong
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    public final synchronized boolean offer(E o)
    {
       final long curTail = tail.get(); // volatile read
       final long wrapPoint = curTail - buffer.length;
       if (head.get() <= wrapPoint)  // volatile read
          return false;
       
       buffer[(int)(curTail % buffer.length)] = o;
       
       tail.lazySet(curTail + 1); // #StoreStore memory barrier
       
       return true;
    }



Simple 1-to-1 Queue using AtomicLong
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 public final synchronized E poll()
 {
    final long curHead = head.get(); // volatile read
         
    if (curHead >= tail.get()) // volatile read
       return null;
         
    final E ret = buffer[(int)(curHead % buffer.length)];
         
    head.lazySet(curHead + 1); // StoreStore memory barrier
         
    return ret;
  }



Benchmark results:
SoftMB 17,512,751 ops/sec
SoftMB 17,734,900 ops/sec
SoftMB 18,641,351 ops/sec
SoftMB 18,724,571 ops/sec
SoftMB 18,850,804 ops/sec
SoftMB 18,724,571 ops/sec
SoftMB 18,808,538 ops/sec
SoftMB 18,682,868 ops/sec
SoftMB 18,808,538 ops/sec
SoftMB 18,641,351 ops/sec
SoftMB Average: 18,513,024 ops/sec

OneToOneQueue
“Soft” Memory Barrier



Can we do better?
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• Division is expensive.

• mod operation can be done with masking if the divisor is a 
power of 2.



Use mask instead of mod
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   public OneToOneQueueMod(int size)
   {
      if (Integer.bitCount(size) != 1)
          throw new IllegalArgumentException(“…”);
         
       this.bufferSize = size;
       this.mask = size - 1;

       buffer = (E[])(new Object[size]);
   }



Simple 1-to-1 Queue using mask operation
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    public final synchronized boolean offer(E o)
    {
       final long curTail = tail.get(); // volatile read
       final long wrapPoint = curTail - bufferSize;
       if (head.get() <= wrapPoint)  // volatile read
          return false;
       
       buffer[(int)(curTail & mask)] = o;
       
       tail.lazySet(curTail + 1); // StoreStore memory barrier
       
       return true;
    }



Simple 1-to-1 Queue using mask operation
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 public final synchronized E poll()
 {
    final long curHead = head.get(); // volatile read
         
    if (curHead >= tail.get()) // volatile read
       return null;
         
    final E ret = buffer[(int)(curHead & mask)];
         
    head.lazySet(curHead + 1); // StoreStore memory barrier
         
    return ret;
  }



Benchmark results:
SoftMBMod 30,393,507 ops/sec
SoftMBMod 30,615,357 ops/sec
SoftMBMod 37,282,702 ops/sec
SoftMBMod 37,449,142 ops/sec
SoftMBMod 37,617,076 ops/sec
SoftMBMod 37,617,076 ops/sec
SoftMBMod 37,449,142 ops/sec
SoftMBMod 37,449,142 ops/sec
SoftMBMod 37,449,142 ops/sec
SoftMBMod 37,617,076 ops/sec
SoftMBMod Average: 36,093,936 
ops/sec

OneToOneQueue
mask operation



Can we do better?
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• The volatile reads imply read-acquire memory fence.
• If we’re smart we can reduce the number of reads of a 

volatile if we cache the values for head and tail.
• The head cache will only be accessed in the offer()
• The tail cache will only be accessed in the poll()



Simple 1-to-1 Queue using cached head/tail
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    public final synchronized boolean offer(E o)
    {
       final long curTail = tail.get(); // volatile read
       final long wrapPoint = curTail - bufferSize;
       if (headCache <= wrapPoint)  // local read
       {
           headCache = head.get(); // volatile read

           if (headCache <= wrapPoint) // local read
              return false;
       }
       buffer[(int)(curTail & mask)] = o;
       
       tail.lazySet(curTail + 1); // StoreStore memory barrier



Simple 1-to-1 Queue using cached head/tail
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      public final synchronized E poll()
      {
         final long curHead = head.get(); // volatile read
         
         if (curHead >= tailCache) // local read
         {
            curHead = tail.get(); // volatile read
            if (curHead >= tailCache) // local read
               return null;
         }
         
         final int index = (int)(curHead & mask);
         final E ret = buffer[index];
         
         head.lazySet(curHead + 1); // StoreStore “soft” memory barrier
         
         return ret;
       }



Benchmark results:
Cached Head/Tail 51,781,530 ops/sec
Cached Head/Tail 44,384,169 ops/sec
Cached Head/Tail 55,188,210 ops/sec
Cached Head/Tail 55,188,210 ops/sec
Cached Head/Tail 55,188,210 ops/sec
Cached Head/Tail 54,827,503 ops/sec
Cached Head/Tail 54,827,503 ops/sec
Cached Head/Tail 55,924,053 ops/sec
Cached Head/Tail 55,924,053 ops/sec
Cached Head/Tail 55,188,210 ops/sec
Cached Head/Tail Average: 
53,842,165 ops/sec

OneToOneQueue
Cached Head and Tail



Can we do better?
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Thread
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Thread

poll()
Thread

offer()
Thread

False Sharing



Simple 1-to-1 Queue using padding
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  public final class PaddedAtomicLong extends AtomicLong
  {
      public volatile long p1,p2,p3,p4,p5,p6 = 7L;

      public long sumPaddingToPreventOptimisation()
      {
          return p1 + p2 + p3 + p4 + p5 + p6;
      }
      
      public PaddedAtomicLong(long v) { super(v); }
   }



Simple 1-to-1 Queue using padding
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   public static final class PaddedLong
   {
      public long value = 0L, p1, p2, p3, p4, p5, p6 = 7L;
      
      public long sumPaddingToPreventOptimisation()
      {
          return value + p1 + p2 + p3 + p4 + p5 + p6;
      }
   }



Simple 1-to-1 Queue using padding
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private final PaddedAtomicLong tail = 
     new PaddedAtomicLong(0);
private final PaddedAtomicLong head = 
     new PaddedAtomicLong(0);
      
private final PaddedLong tailCache = new PaddedLong();
private final PaddedLong headCache = new PaddedLong();

// lets also cache the head and tail for the inverted side and
// prevent even more volatile reads
private final PaddedLong offerSideTailCache =
     new PaddedLong();
private final PaddedLong pollSideHeadCache = 
      new PaddedLong();



Simple 1-to-1 Queue using padding
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 public final boolean offer(final E o)
 {
     final long curTail = offerSideTailCache.value; // local read
     final long wrapPoint = curTail - bufferSize;
         
     if (headCache.value <= wrapPoint) {  // local read
         headCache.value = head.get(); // volatile read
         if (headCache.value <= wrapPoint) // local read
            return false;
     }
         
     buffer[(int)(curTail & indexMask)] = o;
         
     final long nextTail = curTail + 1;
     offerSideTailCache.value = nextTail; // local store
     tail.lazySet(nextTail); // StoreStore memory barrier    
     return true;
  }



Simple 1-to-1 Queue using padding
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public final E poll() {
   final long curHead = pollSideHeadCache.value;
         
   if (curHead >= tailCache.value) {
      tailCache.value = tail.get();
      if (curHead >= tailCache.value)
         return null;
   }
         
   final int index = (int)(curHead & indexMask);
   final E ret = buffer[index];

   final long nextHead = curHead + 1;
   pollSideHeadCache.value = nextHead;
   head.lazySet(nextHead); // StoreStore memory barrier
         
   return ret;
}



Benchmark results:
Padded 2Cached 60,349,697 ops/sec
Padded 2Cached 53,092,455 ops/sec
Padded 2Cached 72,315,586 ops/sec
Padded 2Cached 72,944,417 ops/sec
Padded 2Cached 72,944,417 ops/sec
Padded 2Cached 71,089,898 ops/sec
Padded 2Cached 72,315,586 ops/sec
Padded 2Cached 72,944,417 ops/sec
Padded 2Cached 71,697,504 ops/sec
Padded 2Cached 72,944,417 ops/sec
Padded 2Cached Average: 69,263,839 
ops/sec

OneToOneQueue
Reduce false sharing



…
 static final class Cell {
        volatile long p0, p1, p2, p3, p4, p5, p6;
        volatile long value;
        volatile long q0, q1, q2, q3, q4, q5, q6;
…

Sample: Coda Hale’s Metrics 3.0
43
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• Now does this make sense?

com/codahale/metrics/Striped64.java

• None of the p? or q? fields are used.
• Why would anyone do this?



Martin Thompson’s open 
source ring buffer classes

LMAX Disruptor



LMAX Distruptor
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• RingBuffer built using “mechanical sympathy.”
• Somewhat complicated to use.

• A DSL was added to simplify configuration.
• Different configurations supported:

• Many/One to one
• Many/One to many multicast
• Many/One to many workers

• Log4j 2.0 is being built using it
• Merges the control with the RingBuffer
• Uses callbacks on RingBuffer consumers



Hopefully someone here can 
answer. 

Q&A
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